The objective is to evaluate correlations between indicators of trophological status and the main disease characteristics in patients with biliary genesis chronic pancreatitis.
Materials and methods.
115 patients with biliary genesis CP were examined comparable to etiological factor and socio-economic conditions and nutrition (normotrofic food per 5 times a day without aggressive food (fatty, spicy, sour, fried products)). Also excluded the effect of the alcohol factor. 20 young healthy people were included in the control group. Among patients with CP 75 were women and 40 were men, the average age of patients was (52.4 ± 3.2) years. The duration of the disease was (12.8 ± 3.1) years. n -number of pairs in the correlation analysis;
р -degree of reliability of correlation.
According to the information received it has been found that there are direct correlation ties of moderate and strong intensity between anemic syndrome levels of total protein, vitamins and age, disease duration, fecal α-elastase indicators, ultrasound data in points and indicators of SWE. All examined trofological status parameters were direct correlation ties of moderate intensity between fecal α-elastase indicators. Found data are evidence significant predictory influence of age, CP duration, severeness of ESI of pancreas in terms of fecal α-elastase level and ultrasound points parameter on the onset and severeness of trophological violations.
Comparative relationships analysis between the structural state of the pancreas (according to the ultrasound in points and method ESI) and parameters of the TS showed the presence of strong ties with the ESI indicators, that demonstrated higher diagnostic value of this method.
Conclusions. According to the data of correlation and regression analysis, it has been proved that the age of patients, disease duration, functional ability of the pancreas in terms of fecal α-elastase and structural state of the pancreas by the criteria of ultrasound in points and by the method of SWE are predictors of the development and progression of anemia, hypoproteinemia and vitamin deficiencies for the patients with CP of biliary genesis. Thats should be considered in clinical practice to form the most effective medical complex.
